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SPIRAL MAGNETO-ELECTRON WAVESIN THE INTERSTELLAR GAS DYNAMICSS. I. Bastrukov a;b; *, J. Yang b;, D. V. Podgainy aa Joint Institute for Nulear Researh141980, Dubna, Moskow region, Russiab Center for High Energy Astrophysis, Ewha Womans UniversitySeoul, 120-750, Korea Center for High Energy Physis, Kyungpook National University702-701, Daegu, KoreaSubmitted 29 Marh 2001We disuss possible observational onsequenes resulting from the propagation of transverse magneto-eletronwaves in the interstellar medium. We brie�y desribe the magnetohydrodynamis model for the ylotron waveswith the emphasis on their analogy with hydrodynamial inertial waves. It is shown that the ylotron waves areheavily damped in the interstellar medium, and therefore, annot a�et the gas dynamis of star-forming mole-ular louds. We developed an analyti model of helioidal magneto-eletron waves based on the eletromagnetiindution equation for the magneti �ux density driven by the Hall and Ohmi omponents of the eletri �eldgenerated by �ows of thermal eletrons. We �nd that the helions an propagate in the interstellar mediumwithout a notieable attenuation. The presented numerial estimates for the group veloity of the interloudhelions suggest that spiral irularly polarized magneto-eletron waves of this type an be responsible for thebroadening of moleular lines deteted from dark interstellar louds.PACS: 98.38.-j 1. INTRODUCTIONThe gas dynamial proesses in star-forming mole-ular louds are primarily determined by a strong ou-pling of the gas�dust interstellar medium (ISM) tomagneti �elds. The eletrons, both relativisti andthermal, are one of the most abundant and mobileharged omponents of the ISM, and their small massprovides the most strong oupling to the interloudmagneti �elds. Therefore, it is natural to expet thatthe olletive behavior of eletrons may essentially af-fet the interstellar gas dynamis.Aording to the available data on the pulsar disper-sion measure, the average density of interstellar ele-trons evaluated throughout the Galati dis is esti-mated as ne � 0:03 m�3 [1℄. On the one hand, anextensive analysis of the thermodynami state of in-terstellar medium in our Galaxy reported by Heiles*E-mail: bast�thsun1.jinr.ru

and Kulkarni [2℄ implies that the warm di�usive loudsmight be the regions of the most dense aommoda-tion of thermal eletrons where their density an at-tain a su�iently high value ne � 1 m�3 [3℄. On theother hand, highly ionized HII regions of the warm in-terstellar medium oupy only 25% of the Galati vol-ume [4℄. Therefore, they give a signi�ant ontribu-tion to the dispersion measure for only a small frationof pulsars. The latter observation was made long agoby Manhester and Taylor [5℄ and led them to suggestthat dispersing eletrons an basially be loated indenser interstellar louds highly obsured for the ion-izing ultraviolet radiation and soft X-rays. However,if the thermal eletrons reside in the entral region ofa moleular loud at some stage of the star formation,their detetion beomes a highly formidable problem.The progress in searhing for their presene ould thenbe ahieved by inspeting observational onsequenesaused by highly oherent eletron gasdynamial pro-esses.771



S. I. Bastrukov, J. Yang, D. V. Podgainy ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 4 (10), 2001This paper disusses two wave proesses assoiatedwith olletive motions of interstellar eletrons in thepresene of a uniform magneti �eld. The �rst pro-ess is the well-known ylotron waves originating fromthe inertial olletive motions of eletrons driven bythe Lorentz fore. These waves are brie�y disussed inSe. 2. Emphasis in this paper is plaed on the seondwave proess, the helioidal magneto-eletron waves in-herently related to the Hall drift of the magneti �uxdensity by the �ows of thermal eletrons. The model ofinterstellar helions is developed in Se. 3. For a deeperinsight into the physis of these spiral irularly polar-ized waves, we on�ne our onsideration to the ideal-ized model of a gaseous magnetially supported loudwhose gas dynamis is dominated by thermal eletronsin the regime of strong oupling between the densitiesof the eletron urrent and the magneti �ux threadingthe loud; the mobility of ions and neutral moleulesis assumed to be heavily suppressed. In doing this,we learly realize that ignoring the dusty omponentof the interloud medium and assuming immobility ofions and neutrals, thereby eliminating the ambipolardi�usion e�et, an be a matter of ontroversy. Never-theless this does not a�et the interest in the problemof the wave gas dynamis of inetrstellar eletrons assuh. To the best of our knowledge, the problem of thewave transport of magneti �eld by thermal eletronsin the interstellar medium has not been onsidered inthe literature. In Se. 4, based on the eletromagnetiindution equation for the transport of the magneti�ux density by the Hall and Ohmi omponents of theeletri �eld generated by �ows of thermal eletrons,we derive the dispersion relation for helions and eval-uate their group veloity. We show that the helioidalmagneto-eletron waves an propagate in the interstel-lar medium without a notieable attenuation. Thisleads us to suggest that the helions ould be responsi-ble for the observed widths of moleular lines detetedfrom dark interstellar louds. In Se. 5, a brief outlookis given of the wave proess onsidered here and an-other wave proess in dark interstellar louds a�etingthe broadening of moleular lines.2. INTERSTELLAR CYCLOTRON WAVESThe model of interloud ylotron waves an be de-veloped on the basis of hydrodynamial equations forthe olletive motions of eletrons in a permanent mag-neti �eld B. Modeling the interstellar eletron gas asa visous uniformly harged �uid whose �ows are gov-erned by the Lorentz fore, we an write

d�edt + �er � u = 0; ddt = ��t + u � r; (1)�e dudt = ene u�B+ ��u; �e = neme; (2)where me is the mass of the eletron, ne is the ele-tron density, u is the direted veloity of the eletron�ow, and � stands for the dynamial visosity of theeletron �uid e�etively aounting for all the dissipa-tive e�ets of elasti ollisions of eletrons with othermiropartiles of the loud. Viewing the eletrons asan inompressible �uid, we linearize the above equa-tions around the homogeneous undisturbed state withu0 = 0 and B0 = Bez. As a result, we obtain1)r � Æu = 0; �Æu�t = emeÆu�B+ ��e�Æu: (3)Using the plane-wave form forÆu � exp[i(k � r� !t)℄in the �rst of equations (3), we havek � Æu = 0;whih implies that the wave is transverse. Inserting theplane-wave form of Æu into equation of motions in (3),after some algebra we obtain the dispersion relation! = �! (1� i�) ; ! = eBme ; � = �k2!�e : (4)It thus follows that the interstellar ylotron waves aretransverse, irularly polarized, and damped. Theirgroup veloity is given byV = �!�k = � eme k� [B� k℄k3 : (5)To desribe the e�et of ylotron waves on the mole-ular linewidths, we onsider the ase where k ? B.Realling the mean eletron density ne = 10�3 m�3,the average magneti �eld intensity B � 10�5 Gs,and the average eletron temperature Te = 10�200 Kin dark moleular louds [7℄ and putting V � 0:3�0.5 km/s (the realm of observed moleular linewidths),1) It worth noting that ylotron waves an be onsidered asan analog of inertial waves in the rotating inompressible �uidgoverned by the equations [6℄r � Æu = 0; �Æu�t = 2Æu�
+ ��Æu;where � = �=� is the kinemati visosity.772



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 4 (10), 2001 Spiral magneto-eletron waves in the interstellar gas dynamiswe an evaluate the wavelength of a ylotron wave as� � 102 � 103 m. The visosity oe�ient in the in-terstellar eletron �uid an be evaluated as [8℄� � nekBTe� g/m � s:The frequeny of the elasti ollisions of eletrons istypially in the interval � � 10�3�10�1 s�1 [7℄. Withthe above parameters, the magnitude of the dampingoe�ient � � 103 � 104 is in strong on�it with thepropagation riterion � � 1 following from Eq. (4).The same an be said about di�usive louds. Thus, theylotron waves of the Larmor gyration of the eletron�ow about the diretion of the equilibrium magneti�eld threading the loud are highly damped. Therefore,they annot produe any essential e�et on moleularlinewidths deteted from interstellar moleular louds.3. MAGNETIC FLUX EVOLUTION DUE TOTHE HALL AND OHMIC CONDUCTIVITIESOF THERMAL ELECTRONSThe ylotron waves haraterize a high-frequenybranh of the olletive osillatory behavior of ele-trons in the interstellar magnetoplasma. In this se-tion, we fous on the low-frequeny magneto-eletronwaves whose origin is in the transport of the magneti�ux density by thermal eletrons, or in other words,in the Hall eletron ondutivity. It should be men-tioned that the magneto-eletron waves under onsid-eration were �rst disovered in the solid-state plasmaphysis. The name helions [9�11℄ was oined beauseof the spiral harater of these irularly polarizedwaves. By sayng that the helions represent a low-frequeny branh of eletromagneti exitations in anon-ompensated eletron-dominated magnetoplasma,we imply that the frequeny of eletron osillationsin this wave is less than the ylotron frequeny (see,e.g., [12℄). Waves of a similar nature are observed inplanetary magnetospheres. In partiular, the propaga-tion of helions in the Earth's ionosphere auses thewhistling audio noise on radio; this is why these wavesare often alled whistlers [12, 13℄. A similar Hall meh-anism of the wave transport of a magneti �ux densityby eletrons was reently disussed in Refs. [14℄ and [15℄in the ontext of the magneti �eld evolution in the ra-dio pulsars and magnetars.In what follows, we on�ne our onsideration to theidealized model of the isothermal interloud mediumwhose gas dynamis is dominated by thermal ele-trons. The magneti �eld is onsidered to be frozen

into the ions; the mobility of the ions and of the neu-tral moleules is assumed to be heavily suppressed, andthese latter are therefore regarded as immobilized. Thissuggests that the olletive behavior of interloud ele-trons in the presene of a permanent magneti �eld hassome ommon features with the behavior of ondutingeletrons in a metal solid, where the immobility of ionsis taken for granted. Following this line of arguments,we use of the onstitutive equation for the eletron on-dutivity in the form of the generalized Ohm lawE(r; t) = j(r; t)�C + 1eneB(r; t)� j(r; t) == j�C + nB � j�H ; nB = BB ; (6)�C = nee2me� ; �H = eneB ; (7)where the Ohmi ondutivity �C is given by the Drudeformula and �H stands for the Hall ondutivity. Welet j(r; t) denote the eletron urrent density that isgiven by j(r; t) = 4�r�B(r; t) (8)in aordane with the Ampére law. Beause the mag-neti �ux density satis�es the Maxwell equation for theFaraday indution,�B(r; t)�t = �r�E(r; t); (9)inserting Eqs. (6) and (8) in (9) gives�B(r; t)�t = � 4�ene r� [B(r; t)�r�B(r; t)℄ ++ 24��C �B(r; t): (10)We note that this model an be onsidered asan idealized version of the model motivated byMoushovias [7℄ in the ontext of the magneti �uxredistribution in ores of the interstellar magneti-ally supported louds with the ions frozen into themagneti �eld threading the loud. The �rst termin the right hand side of Eq. (10) is due to the Halleletron ondutivity and the seond term desribesthe Ohmi di�usion of the magneti �eld. Obviously,the di�usion-free regime of the magneti �ux transportis realized if �C � �H : (11)773



S. I. Bastrukov, J. Yang, D. V. Podgainy ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 4 (10), 2001In this regime, Eq. (10) supplemented by thesolenoidality ondition for B(r; t) beomes�B(r; t)�t = � 4� ene r�[B(r; t)�[r�B(r; t)℄℄;r � ÆB(r; t) = 0; (12)whih implies that the total magneti energyWm = 18� Z B2 dV (13)is onserved:dWmdt = 14� Z B � �B�t dV = 16�2 ene �� Z [[r�B℄�B℄ � [r�B℄ dV = 0: (14)It is the major purpose of the remainder of this paper toshow that the interstellar magnetoplasma of moleularstar-forming louds an transmit low-frequeny pertur-bations in the magneti �ux density by weakly dampedhelioidal irularly polarized waves owing their exis-tene to the Hall drift of the magneti �eld by �ows ofthermal eletrons.4. HELICONS IN THE INTERSTELLARMEDIUMWe onsider the evolution of small-amplitude mag-neti �ux density perturbations ÆB superimposed onthe permanent magneti �eld B,B(r; t)! B+ ÆB(r; t); B = onst: (15)The orresponding linearization of Eq. (10) leads to�ÆB�t = 4� nee (B � r) [r� ÆB℄ + 24��C�ÆB: (16)Inserting ÆB = b exp [i(!t� k � r)℄ ; (17)in the right-hand side of Eq. (16), we obtain�ÆB�t = � 24��H (k � nB)[k� ÆB℄ ++ 24��C [k� [k� ÆB℄℄: (18)We let the permanent �eld B be direted along thez axis, B = [0; 0; B℄, and onsider a one-dimensionalplane-wave perturbation along the z axis (k = kez)that does not a�et the intensity of the magneti �eld

in this diretion, but only along the x an y diretions.This means that the �utuating magneti �eld ompo-nents depend only on z and t:ÆBx(z; t) = bx exp[i(!t� kz)℄;ÆBy(z; t) = by exp i(!t� kz); ÆBz = 0: (19)The Cartesian omponents of Eq. (18) an be repre-sented in the equivalent form�ÆBx�t = + 2k24��H ÆBy � 2k24��C ÆBx; (20)�ÆBy�t = � 2k24��H ÆBx � 2k24��C ÆBy: (21)To see the irularly polarized harater of the wavemotions in question, we omit the Ohmi di�usion termfor the moment. The resulting equations (20) and (21)then beomeÆ _Bx = �
 ÆBy; Æ _By = 
 ÆBx:These are the Cartesian omponents of the vetor equa-tion Æ _B = [
� ÆB℄desribing the preession of the vetor ÆB about the zaxis with the angular frequeny
 = � B4� neek2ez:Wave motions of this type are ustomarily desribed interms of the right-hand (ÆB+) and the left-hand (ÆB�)irularly polarized wave �eldsÆB+ = ÆBx + iÆBy = b(z) exp(�i!t);ÆB� = ÆBx � iÆBy = b(z) exp(i!t): (22)Combining the oupled equations (20) and (21) to ob-tain one equation for either ÆB+ or ÆB�, we arrive at�ÆB��t = �i 2k24��H ÆB� � 2k24��C ÆB�: (23)Eliminating the time derivative with the help of (22),we obtain! = !h(1� i�h); !h = 2k24��H = !!2p 2 k2;�h = �H�C = �! ; (24)where ! = eBme ; !2p = 4�e2neme ;774



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 4 (10), 2001 Spiral magneto-eletron waves in the interstellar gas dynamis�C = nee2m� ; �H = eneB ;the omegas stand for the ylotron and the plasma fre-quenies, and the sigmas for the Ohmi and Hall on-dutivities. Dispersion relation (24) implies that thehelion is a transverse irularly polarized and dampedwave in whih the densities of the magneti �ux andof the eletron urrent undergo oherent osillations inthe plane perpendiular to the diretion of propagation.In the di�usion-free regime, �h � 1, we have!h = !!2p 2 k2 = 4:97 � 1018 Bne k2: (25)The orresponding group veloity is given byVh = 22!!2p k � 9:58 � 1018 Bne k m=s: (26)Using (25), we an represent this formula in terms of !as Vh = 2p!!p p! � 4:46 � 109r Bne p! m=s: (27)In the eletron magnetohydrodynamis (MHD) [16℄,the helions play the same role as the transverse Alfvénwaves in the single-omponent magnetohydrodynam-is [17℄. In both kinds of these MHD waves, the os-illatory motions of the onduting �uid are stronglyoupled to the magneti �eld �utuations. The essen-tial kinemati di�erene between them is that the groupveloity of a helioidal magneto-eletron wave dependson the frequeny, whereas the Alfvén wave is hara-terized by the dispersion-free propagation law! = VAk; VA = B(4��)1=2 :We now brie�y disuss inferenes that ould bemade from the propagation of helioidal magneto-eletron waves in the interstellar medium. As men-tioned above, the average density of eletrons evaluatedin the Galati dis is estimated to be ne � 0:03 m�3and B � 10�5�10�6 Gs [1℄. With these parameters, we�nd that the ylotron frequeny ! (whih sets the up-per frequeny limit for the dissipation-free propagationof helions) falls into the interval 10 < ! < 100 s�1.Taking ! � 1 s�1 as a representative example, whihis typial of pulsar ativity, we an estimate the velo-ity of interstellar helions as Vh � 107�108 m/s; theorresponding wavelength is �h = 2�=k � 1000 km.Beause the frequeny of elasti ollisions is of the or-der 10�3 s�1 or less, it seems plausible that the helions

an freely travel in the interstellar spae and give a on-tribution to the observed e�et of sintillations of thepulsar signals.The evidene for the existene of large-sale mo-tions in dark star-forming moleular louds is providedby the whidths of moleular lines. Therefore, searh-ing adequte models of interstellar gas dynamis is oneof the important parts in the urrent investigations ofthe ISM physis. By inspeting a possible e�et of he-lions on the widths of moleular lines, we note thatin a typial dark moleular loud, ! � 102 s�1 and� � 10�3�10�1 s�1. The riterion for the dissipation-free propagation of helions � = �=! � 1 is there-fore well justi�ed, and its validity remains quite robustto the hanges in � up to � = 100 s�1. By takingthe group veloity of the helions Vh to be equal tothe veloity dispersion measured for moleular lines,V � 0:3�5.0 km/s, we �nd the wavelength of the inter-loud helion �h � 1012�1013 m. This spae sale ismuh less than the linear size of louds, L � 1017 m.For the same veloity, the period of osillations of theeletron �ow in the helioidal magneto-eletron wavefalls into the interval Ph � 0:1�10 years. These esti-mates unambiguously show that the interloud mediuman transmit the helions without a signi�ant atten-uation and we onjeture that they an be responsiblefor the broadening of moleular lines.5. DISCUSSIONUnderstanding gas dynamial proesses governingthe struture and the evolution of dense moleularlouds is one of the outstanding hallenges in the ur-rent development of star formation astrophysis. Whilethe entral role played by magneti �elds in these pro-esses was reognized many years ago, the major un-ertainties regarding the motions follow from inade-quate knowledge of the material omposition of theinterloud medium. Over the years, onvining evi-dene has been obtained that the omposition of darkmoleular louds is dominated by moleular hydrogenwith some admixture of OH and CO moleules whoselinewidths were found to exhibit the supersoni hara-ter of interloud motions. The fat that the linewidthsannot be explained as a result of the propagation ofisothermal sound waves has served as an impetus insearhing for alternative models of interstellar gas dy-namis and has led to the hypothesis that a sizablefration of harged partiles (primarily eletrons andions) are present in dark moleular louds, with theolletive �ows of these partiles strongly oupled to775



S. I. Bastrukov, J. Yang, D. V. Podgainy ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 4 (10), 2001the interloud magneti �eld. On the assumptions thatthe magneti �eld auses both eletrons and ions tomove with equal veloities and the frition then ausesthe neutral moleules to follow the ions with the sameveloity, the single-omponent magnetohydrodynamismodel was extensively exploited in interpreting super-soni broadening of moleular lines in terms of hydro-magneti waves of the Alfvén type [19�23℄. On average,the model provides a reasonable aount of data in COregions of louds where the temperature and the ion-ization fator are su�iently high.Together with this, reent Zeeman measurementsof magneti �elds in dense ores of moleular louds,highly obsured by the ionizing ultraviolet radiation,have revealed a predominately sub-Alfvéni haraterof the interloud motions [24℄. The latter irumstanean be regarded as an indiation that the omposi-tion and the harater of the motions in ores of themoleular louds might be quite di�erent from thoseimplied by the single-omponent MHD model of inter-stellar gas dynamis. With this in mind, we reentlyinvestigated a model of a non-MHD type [25; 26℄. Mo-tivated by the observable �lamentary struture of someof the dark moleular louds, we argued that the �la-ments ould be regarded as a manifestation of a super-paramagneti state of the gas�dust ISM onsidered byJones and Spitzer [27℄ long ago in the ontext of thestarlight polarization problem. The magnetially po-larized, poorly onduting soft matter of this type anbe thought of as a gas-based ferroolloid (onsisting oftiny ferromagneti grains suspended in the dense gasof moleular hydrogen) apable of sustaining a long-range magneti hains extending along the interloudmagneti �elds. Having assumed that the motions ofthe Jones�Spitzer matter are governed by the magne-toelastodynamis equations, we found in [25℄ that fer-roolloidal interstellar medium an transmit perturba-tions by shear magnetomehanial waves propagatingwith a sub-Alfvéni group veloity in aordane withobservations [24℄.In the meantime, several authors have argued thatthe ISM motions in star-forming moleular loudsan pass the regime in whih the Hall ondutivitymay beome important [28, 29℄. In partiular, it wasreently shown [30℄ that the Hall ondutivity anessentially a�et the propagation of Alfvén waves ina dense weakly ionized moleular gas. In this paper,ontinuing investigation in this diretion, we haveexplored two models of the pure eletron interstellargas dynamis. The fous was plaed on the helions �spiral magneto-eletron waves owing their existeneto the Hall drift of the magneti �ux by thermal
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